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About This Software

Experience video editing in top quality.VEGAS Movie Studio 14 Platinum – Steam Edition contains a range of powerful
video editing tools in an intuitive, clear workflow. The new, intuitive interface not only looks good, but also offers you quick

access to the most important tools! The new multicamera workflow, efficient editing tools, breathtaking special effects and pro
color correction tools based on industry-leading VEGAS Pro technologies.

Unchain your creative freedom with VEGAS Movie Studio 14 Platinum – Steam Edition. Easy. Simply.

Highlights

Creative video editing has never been so easy.
The most important features of VEGAS Movie Studio 14 – Steam Edition:

 Perfect image stabilization

 Inspiring effects for your videos

 Multi-Cam Editing for up to 4 cameras – in realtime, naturally

 Color processing: Precise primary and secondary color correction
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 Raw cut during viewing using the trimmer window hover scrub

 OpenFX support

 Direct upload to Vimeo, YouTube and Facebook

Video and audio production

Edit intuitively with innovating functions
To make your movie projects as big as your expectations: Video editing on up to 200 video and 200 audio tracks. Enough space
to realize powerful compositing and complicated image-in-image effects. Stabilize your videos or optimize color values using

primary and secondary color correction.

Share your successes

As soon as you've finished editing your video, you can simply share it.Use the simple wizards to quickly upload your videos and
gameplays to Facebook, YouTube and Vimeo. VEGAS Movie Studio 14 Platinum – Steam Edition  automatically delivers
your video in the best format depending on which platform you choose as the goal. So what are you waiting for? Share your

video with the world!
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Title: VEGAS Movie Studio 14 Platinum Steam Edition
Genre: Video Production
Developer:
MAGIX Software GmbH
Publisher:
MAGIX Software GmbH
Release Date: 14 Jul, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: 64-bit Microsoft® Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 8.1, or Windows 10

Processor: 2 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Supported NVIDIA, AMD or Intel GPU

Storage: 1250 MB available space

Sound Card: Windows-compatible sound card

English,French,German,Polish
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Preview un-usably laggy even with GPU acceleration & a proxy.

Also keeps crashing for no apparent reason.

- Using Ryzen 5 1600, GTX 1060 6GB & 16 GB DDR4 RAM.

Can't recommend until these are fixed as they are quite severe issues.. I used to use it all the time, then out of nowhere it
decided that i dont have the license for it. I'm not sure why but its unusable, I've tried reinstalling, varifying the files but
nothing's worked so far..

(EDIT: I found something by the people that made it explaining how to fix that problem, and once I did all that I just got a
different error message. Which I've tried fixing but nothing works)

(Edit 2: I got rid of the error message but now all it does is tell me its running for about 5 seconds then it closes itself, without
the actual editing stuff opening)
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